KEVIN McNULTY
KEYNOTE SPEAKER * COACH * LEADERSHIP
Kevin McNulty helps leaders and professionals elevate their people
skills quotient to be more effective and influential in their roles.
Truth is, people and cultures are more complicated than in eras past.
That means, if leaders and professionals want to be successful, they
must strengthen their soft skills. That's why Kevin has dedicated his
career to improving the people skills of professionals all around the world.
Often referred to as the “Conversationalist,” Kevin’s interactive keynote presentations and
workshops feature proven strategies and provoke new thinking that attendees can implement to
immediately improve their people skills and influence. As a masterful storyteller, Kevin uses
compelling and humorous stories to cement his ideas in the minds of audience members.
Kevin has been an advisor, coach and consultant to senior military commanders, federal
government executives and private sector professionals for 30 years. He was mentored by the
renowned leadership coach, Dr. Marshall Goldsmith and is now a premier thinker when it comes
to soft skills and personal development.
As a seasoned executive coach, speaker, facilitator, and consultant to leaders and managers,
Kevin teaches a myriad of soft-skills issues ranging from trust-building and leadership to change
management and organizational culture.
Kevin is the founder and owner of Humadyn-Life Skills Institute, a firm that helps organizations
be more effective by helping employees, managers and leaders improve their knowledge, skills
and abilities relative to soft-skills and human/workplace dynamics.
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When it comes to sensitive, subjective and complex topics—such as that of with human
dynamics—Kevin is exceptionally qualified. He is a superior communicator and facilitator with an
uncanny ability to interact with people from all walks of life and every echelon. He brings literally
a life-long and vast global background to the proverbial table. Kevin is an experienced, seasoned
and well-read professional with a unique grasp of human, workplace, and organizational
dynamics.
Kevin sets himself apart as a thought-leader and “teacher” with many simple, yet thoughtprovoking visual models that he has developed. He uses these visual models to help audiences
grasp vague and abstract concepts dealing with soft-skills, performance management, and
workplace dynamics.
He is the author of three books including: The Gap Between Two Worlds: Turning Difficult Life
Transitions into Personal Growth Experiences (on change and transition) and is currently writing
his new book Your Personal Leadership Brand (on leadership influence). He is a highly decorated
veteran of the United States Air Force.
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